This paper specifies a network-based global mobility management architecture, named NetGMM. NetGMM supports network-based mobility management and nonMobile IP mobile environment. There are two design considerations. The first is that future mobile network requires network-based mobility management shifting the mobility management function from mobile node to access network nodes. The second is that future mobile network will support IP multi-services, introducing a separation between network address and identity of a mobile node entity allow heterogeneous networks to work together without loss of functional ity.
The pr oposed Architecture
The proposed NetGMM architecture is shown in Fig.l . In the NetGMM administration domain, NetGMM access networks are inter-connected by core routers (CRs). There exists a global location database server , named HOB. HOB is used to store up-to-date location information and control the location mana!?,ement for all the mobile nodes. Protoco l (DHCP) server , an Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA) server, a Visitor Location Database (VDB) server, a set of Global Mobility Anchor Points (GMAPs). VDB server is used to store current location information for all MNs in the This paper specifies a network-based global mobility management architecture, named NetGMM . NetGMM supports network-based mobility management and nonMobile IP mobile environment. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the proposed NetGMM architecture. Section 3 and section 4 describe NetGMM location management and handover management, respectively. Finally, we conclude this paper in section 5.
Future mobile network will be compounded by multi-access capable terminals equipped with IP technologies, and of operator-provided multi-technology mobile connection software . So, it required to specify an architecture that can across hybrid wireless networks [6] . Several related research papers have investigated new approaches to solve this problem. The first approach is using existing mobile IP . However, In NetGMM, the main operation is accompli shed by using GMAP, rather than AR.
Location Registration
When the GMAP receives DHCP Reply message , it registers the MNID and MNIP with the access network VDB by sending the Location Registration (Loc-Reg) message. Based on the Loc-Reg message received from the GMAP, the VDB will add a new entry of the mapping table that contains the mapping relationship between MNID and MNIP. The VDB will then forward the Loc-Reg message to the core network HOB. The Location Update message sent by VDB to the HOB must contain the MNID and MNIP.
When the HOB receives the Loc-Reg message from the VDB, it will add or update the associated entry in the mapping table for the MN. On the successful update of the mapping table, the HOB will respond with the Location Registration Acknowledgement (Loc-R eg-Ack) message to the VDB. The Loc-Reg-Ack message sent by HOB to VDB must contain Information on whether the Loc-Reg request is accepted or not. In tum , the VDB will respond to the GMAP with the Loc-Reg-Ack message, which must contain the Information on whether the Loc-Reg is accepted or not.
Location Query and Reply
When CN wants to communicate with the MN, the CN will first query current location (MNIP) of the MN from the VDB that it current belongs to. The CN sends a modified RS message including Location Query (Loc-Query) message to GMAP. GMAP relays the message to the VDB. If the MN and CN are in the same access network , the VDB will respond with the Location Query Acknowledgement (LocQuery-Ack) message to the GMAP. The GMAP will send a Link Setup message (link-Setup) including CN's MNIP and CN's MNID to the MN's AR. The MN's AR will replay a modified RA message including Link-Setup message to the MN. After getting the MNIP of the MN from the GMAP, the CN will begin the link establishment and the data transport process with the MN.
If the CN is in a foreign access network, the foreign VOB will relay Loc-Query message to the HDB. The HOB will inform Loc-Query-Ack message to the foreign VDB. The foreign VDB will relay this message to foreign GMAP. The foreign GMAP will respond with the Loc-Query-Ack message to the CN. The foreign GMAP also send a link-Setup including CN's MNIP and CN's MNID to the MN's GMAP. The MN's GMAP will relay the link-Setup message to the MN's AR. The MN's AR will replay a modified RA message including Link-Setup message to the MN. After getting the MNIP of the MN, the CN will begin the link establishment and the data transport process with the MN.
Location Update and De-registration
When MN continues to move into a foreign access network and thus change its MNIP, the foreign GMAP must send a Location Update (Loc-Update) message to the foreign VOB to update location information. The foreign VDB will forward the message to the HOB. The HOB sends a Location Update Acknowledgement (Loc-Update-Ack) message to foreign VDB. The foreign VOB will relay this message to foreign GMAP. If the MN has a link with a CN, the HOB also send this message to CN's VDB. The CN's VDB will relay this message to CN's GMAP. Then CN's GMAP will inform CN that the MN's New MNIP. The foreign GMAP will also send a Loc-Update-Ack message to the MN's old GMAP. The old GMAP will forward the MN's packets to foreign GMAP. Then the old GMAP will perform a location De-registration procedure for the MN.
When the MN terminates the connection with the network, the GMAP can de-register its location with the VDB by sending a Loc-De-Reg message. The VDB will forward LocDe-Reg message to the HDB for the MN. With the Loc-DeReg, the HDB may respond with the Loc-Update-Ack messages to the VDB. The VOB may also respond with the Loc-Update-Ack message to the GMAP. 4 Handover management 4.1 MN moves in a NetGMM access network When MN moves into a subnetwork within the same NetGMM access network, there will be a local handover. An example is that the MN moves from AR 1 to AR2. The MN will execute some movement detection procedure and send a RS message to AR2. Since the AR2 has no state information about the MN, it sends a Loc-Query message to GMAPI for information about the MN.
The GMAPI sends a Loc-Query-Ack message to the AR2 about the MN's state information (e.g., MNIP, and so on), so the AR2 can configure its forwarding/routing table such that traffic to the MN's MNIP will reach the MN through AR2. The GMAPI also informs the old AR (ARI) so that it can clean up the state about the MN. The AR2 updates its forwarding state and sends a RA message in order to confirm MN's MNIP. FigA describes the handover procedures when MN moves from AR 1 to AR2. When GMAPI receives a packet destined to the MN's MNIP, the GMAPI knows that the MN has moved to AR2 by looking up its forwarding state. The GMAPI tunnels the received packet to AR2. After receiving the packet sent from GMAPI, AR2 recovers the original packet which is sent from the CN. AR2 looks up its forwarding/routing table. When the destination address of the original packet is found in the
